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About This Game

You came to see the old datached house which you are going to buy.There is no one in the house.While looking through the
numerous rooms and corridors you understand that there is something unusual.Since then you found out a terrible story.Besides

you understand that you're not alone there.There is a "master" in the house,the personification of the evil.At first it will
frighten you,then it will try to kill you,after that it'll call its dark forces.You have either to die or try to win the evil by all

means...
So,what is the place?Is the old,neglected detached house a temporal portal or gate in hell? Moving to the past or future, you have

to change your fate and prevent terrible events...
Plunge into the atmosphere of fear and horror,investigate the dark house full of mysteries and danger!
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Title: The House
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Konsordo
Publisher:
Konsordo
Release Date: 19 Jun, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3/ Windows 7 / Windows 8

Processor: 2 ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 800 MB available space

English
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Basic Breakdown: Leaving Lyndow, is a game developed and published by Eastshade Studios LLC about a girl named Clara
leaving her old life and hometown to set out on her adventures. With high honors, she's graduated and fulfilled her childhood
dream of joining the Guild of Maritime Exploration, this brings mixed responces from those who care about her.

With Clara leaving the nest, you walk through and piece things together about the life in which she has led.

With that been said, it is a walking simulator to relax and drift into someones elses adventure. The atmosphere, music and detail
in the game make it very easy to do so.

Within this little gem holds a couple of mini games just to immerse you further into this person, re-living, saying goodbye, and
cherishing the past that has brought her to this very point.

The way in which you talk to the people whom she knows, such as her Uncle, is extremely realistic and really makes you feel
what these characters might be feeling, too. Props to the developers for capturing this all so well.

Graphics: First thing that attracted me to this game was how pretty it was. The texture detail, detail in physics and enviroments
are stunning. Absolutely love them.

Soundtrack: Bascally one or two tracks in the entire game with mild variations, but it does it in such a way that it's relaxing and
in tune with the atmosphere of the game. It works really well and doesn't feel repeative even after an hour or so of playing.

Menu: Simple, works well and ties into the aesthetic of the game.

Final Conclusion: Hurray for steam greenlight making games like this possible!

This is a gorgeous little gem to lose yourself within for about an hour. It's all piecing together someones life and being in their
shoes when leaving their long time home, family and friends. While it's very short, it does exrtemely well in conveying it's story.
Graphics are fantastic, level of detail is supurb and I'm so very happy this treasure is on steam and that I could expereance this.

*Secret Achievments*
You'll undoubtablly get these through playing at your own pace, but, if you're a little stuck, here's what you have to do.

Master of the Beads
Play with the beads for five minutes

Tea Enthusiast
Get boycotted by the tea brewer
Do this by having more tea than is probably healthy

Songs of the Forest
Play the chimes for five minutes
. 2D Dark souls heavily invested in lore and awesome items, great replayability due to the nature of the skill tree. The game
offers greataxes and hammers as well as scissor swords alongside sword-whips; magic involves wands inclluding staves. The
game's sanctuary system is beautiful, even though the start of the game only faces you with 3 creeds there are more than double
throughout the game, 3 of which are hidden, unless of course you got confused on how to get to the coveted boss fight and
decided to find the other way into the temple. The music, I hate to say it but it is cool edgy stuff also glorious at times.

A part of the game which touched me is the the fact that there is only one class 5 great sword in the game as far as I know
owned by a certain someone. I can see myself putting more hours into this game into the future.

If I had any complaints it's that I would have liked more weapons and armour that scale from classes 3-5 but I respect the dev's
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intentions of having few powerful weapons.. The game as a great potential but is in a very early development stage. So at the
moment, all you can do is build and launch a communication satelite (once researchs are completed you can build it for free, it
won't work like this in the final game), but then as Mission control is not implemented yet, you can't do anything with the said
sattelite. I think the game will be great once finished, but if you plan to buy it now, be aware that's there is at the moment
around 2 hours of gameplay only, missing many features. Most building are not finished yet and are missing textures, features
they will unlock are not available, research tree is not finished and there is not yet restriction on what you can research or not.
So it's a long term investment (on the game website, they say the game could be release Q2 2014, but i bet it will be more like at
Q1 2015 or later) The more people will buy it now, the higher the chances that we get a really cool finished product, so if you
can wait a few months for more features and improved gameplay but have the money, buy it now, it will help it's development..
The Low Road is a very unique adventure game that has some issues. I did enjoy my time with it, but you should probably get it
on sale. Hopefully, they make a sequel someday.

Pros:
 - Beautiful retro aesthetics and soundtrack
 - Charming and humorous
 - Fun, light puzzles

Cons:
 - Short. Feels like one third of a full game
 - The main story was not that interesting
 - Technical issues
 - The main character moves as fast as a turtle in quicksand
 - Some of the voice actors really need to take some lessons. Interesting game mechanic going on here. Nice and addictive. A
few achievements that will take a bit. If you like these sort of games you can probably already tell you will like it. I hope you
make some more games, developer.. I wonder what if Okosan and QP were to team up?

Pretty fun game. If you're familiar with bullet hells, you should get used to it. The main gimmick is the R-bit system, which
allows customization of 3 of your shot patterns any time you start a game/profile. You can unlock and buy more in the shop as
you progress in the game, so that's quite a bit of replayability there. It's not so broken by any means either. Another small
gimmick is a Hyper system, which is akin to Suguri only that it simply makes your shot stronger, and you're allowed to take an
extra hit without penalty.

One more thing to mention, is that it includes a "Conquest" mode, in which you play the entire game but with the ability to save
progress inbetween stages, so you can retry as much as you want or just practice a stage (You cannot change your formations
when you're still attempting to complete the game, so keep that in mind.)

While decently short, and being completely non-serious about everything besides it's difficultly, this is definitely a shump you
should pick up on steam, if only because it's really fun.

The controller support is pretty nifty and works well, and there is options for scaling your window size if you're worried about
that. The general enhcancements, I currently don't have any problems with it so far.. Thoroughly enjoyed Death Road to Canada
and I can definitely see myself enjoying Wayward Souls as well. The action/swordplay seems very simple at first but once you
are overwhelmed by 15 enemies you realize its not going to be as easy as you thought. In fact it becomes very challenging just a
few floors in. Enemies have some interesting attacks up their sleeves and there also seems to be lots of different loot and
pickups throughout the levels. I'd also like to point out the excellent soundtrack and the fact this doesn't feel like a mobile port
at all. And last, the controller works beautifully. Feels like a 16-bit era game but roguelike. Great game with a great future
ahead!. My opinion on this game definitely changed after the ending, but I'm not gonna spoil anything. Apart from that, the
atmosphere and environment were really strong and it felt oddly soothing to play despite the tension. The voice acting and
music\/SFX really added to the whole experience and if you like atmospheric games where you actually have to do things (there
are some more actiony sequences with shooting and dealing with creatures), I would definitely recommend it.

Overall, a unique and interesting game that's made even more interesting with the ending. I'm still thinking about it.. Being a
Celtic is badass... so this is cool

Paying for nations that should have been released with the original game and not as DLC ... is stupid
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Its a conflict. So I will rate it positive to give it credit for being a fun element. But CA should not be doing this to us
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Give yourself a headache for only 2.49. Not only will the puzzles make you wish you were dead, but the annoying music and sfx
will guarantee a true and painful migraine. BUT WAIT, THERE'S MORE! Buy the bundle and get 2, that's right, 2 games for
double the headache! Only for 4.99! Summer sale is up too, prices are as low as a 99 cents, so buy today!. A wonderful
platformer with a simplet but difficult premise: Excluding Black, three colours of platforms exist, each colour cancelling out
another, making the player switch platforms and traps out of existence to navigate each platform level to the exit. Solid
gameplay and framerate, excellent controls and responsiveness. Highly recommended.. I am still unable to get this to work I can
hear it running in the background but I can\u2019t see a picture of anything. I am running Windows 10.
When I first installed it it would run a little bit but it was very jerky and now when I try to play it I can hear it running in the
background but it\u2019s not visible on the screen.
Please help.
Mack. Broken on Windows 10. Menu displays as white washed and unintelligible. Same with the gameplay when you fumble
through to it. Judging by community discussion: even those who manage to modify the game into functioning at all will only
experience further BS down the line. Waste of money. Pity - because it looks like a really cool game.. I have been playing Front
Office Football for a very long time. For those who have played older versions and are wondering why you should get this one,
the biggest improvement is in the financial model. It is much harder to play games with contracts with this version than in older
versions. The simulation engine remains very strong, but player contract AI is much stronger than in the past.

For new players wondering what this is, think realistic fantasy football. If you have ever wanted to be a GM and/or coach of
your own team, this is the game to do it. You draft players, sign free agents, extend or renegotiate players, manage your depth
charts, set a gameplan, and if desired call your own plays. You can build stadiums, and relocate the team if needed. And you get
to do it season after season, building up decades of history in the process. It has a very strong game simulation engine, and a
very good professional football financial model. Not everything is there - no compensatory picks, for example, and only one
type of free agent, but the feel of being a professional GM is very much there. If you start to get lost, there is an online
community called Front Office Football Central that can offer help. Also look through the game's options, you can turn on AI
help for various aspects. If you want to GM, you can let your coach manage the depth chart and game plan so you can focus on
signing players, or switch roles and try to coach the team the AI GM hands you.

Do note that while playcalling is available, it's not the primary focus of the game. It's set up to sim entire game weeks at once, or
you can watch your individual game sim out one play at a time, or sim an entire season in one shot.

The game's UI is very spreadsheet-oriented. This is both a strength and a weakness. Beginners should check out some of the
intro guides and videos posted, as the options can be overwhelming when you start. Just remember that you start at week 1 of
the regular season, so focus on managing your depth chart and maybe dabble in some contract extensions, but mostly get used to
the game feel during that first season before you hit the offseason.

The big strength in this is the wealth of data you can mine about your league. There is page after page of statistics and records,
and you can view individual player cards to decide if they are playing up to their ratings. There is a scouting system, so young
players may or may not turn into the player you think they'll be, or 7th year pros can suddenly blossom into stars. Invest in your
staff and it will pay off. All this data can also be exported from the game into CSV files that can be opened in Excel or outside
utilities (I've written a few) to complement the game's own interface and browsing.

The modal nature of the UI can be frustrating at times, but most screens have the information you need. For example, when
setting your depth chart, you can view individual player ratings. It would be nice to have the roster screen up beside it, but you
learn to live with it (or have your own Excel worksheet you've pulled the roster into for browsing in a separate window).

There is a strong multiplayer component as well for those looking for a human challenge. There are many leagues out there full
of human GMs to trade with and draft against, many of which take advantage of the game data export to provide rich web
experiences beyond the game.

If you are looking for a deep, realistic professional football sim, this is the game to look at.. yea price maybe a little 2 high,
maybe would go down 1 or 2 dollars, but its top notch for what it is. srsly. especially if u got a RPG game or something.. Indie
developer Digital Tribe Games has announced that Greylight's first person horror adventer Stairs will be landing on Steam on
the 28 September 2015.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJzwFKko0c0
For those who didn't check out the review of the "proof of concept" version of the game, Stairs focuses on three separate
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stories: Valerie Berkley, a high school graduate; James Reed, a young businessman; and Jean Jowars Remens, a charismatic
pastor. Each of them explore a creepy house armed with only a videocamera and a journal, and its up to the player, in the role of
journalist Christopher Adams to discover what happened to them.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=paZHsCdkYCg
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